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More than 70% of the European population lives in cities, which account for some 85% of the Union's 
GDP (European Commission, 2023). Most journeys begin and end in cities and the transport in cities 
generated 33% of the total urban greenhouse gas emissions in 2019 (Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development, 2020). However, in many urban areas, the increasing demand for urban 
transport is totally inconsistent with sustainable urban mobility (European Commission, 2023). Within 
this context EU is often working together with cities and regions in order to set up policies and projects 
related to the improvement of  'urban passenger transport' and 'urban f reight transport' without 
increasing their negative impact of  the urban quality of  life.  

 
All these initiatives have been evaluated on their own way in order to measure their ef fectiveness 

(ex post), but also their efficiency (not only ex-post, but also ex-ante). Actually, evaluation has become 
an essential tool within the policy-making cycle (Fratesi, 2023), since, whenever the resources are 
limited, it is necessary to ensure that they are allocated in the best possible way, especially if  the 
source is public (Maltese et al., 2023). On the other hand, it is not difficult to understand the correlation 
between the success of  a policy and the consensus paid to its promoter. 

The evaluation process may often consist of  an evaluation f ramework written beforehand, and 
af terwards an evaluation report. However, since the f ramework is different for each project, it is not 
easily understood whether different subprojects or cities are evaluated in a unilateral way, and it is 
also inef fective since the cities all have to invest in coming up with their own f ramework. TRElab is 
looking for a unanimous evaluation framework for European projects related to urban transport, both 
passenger and f reight. Much can be learned from past evaluations and experiences. This should be 
well researched in order to come to a concrete framework for evaluations for European urban transport 
projects. The main research question is phrased as follows: How can a best evaluation framework for 
urban passenger and urban freight European projects be defined on the basis of previous experiences 
and characteristics of the projects, and can this best evaluation framework be applied on the MOVE-
21 project? 
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In order to investigate this topic, this paper will include a systematic literature research of  Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI's) and its measures, based on past European projects, related to urban 
f reight transport and urban passenger transport. The KPI's and the correlation with its measures serve 
as an important basis for a unanimous evaluation framework, from which the various cities in a project 
can do an evaluation in a desired way f rom operational level to specific level. The MOVE-21 project 
will be applied in this by testing the results of the literature review through a survey within the project's 
partners group, to which six major European cities belong. These Municipalities are asked to play the 
dual role of living labs establishing the main characteristics for the configuration of interconnected and 
intermodal micro hubs, as well as that of cities preparing to replicate measures taken elsewhere. These 
results will af fect the content of the Evaluation Framework. Ultimately, cities can use the Evaluation 
Framework (partially or totally) for their own evaluation.  

 
First, it is of great importance to investigate the meanings of an evaluation framework and formulate 

a clear def inition f rom it.  Several scientific articles will be read and f rom these the most important 
elements will be taken into def ining the evaluation f ramework Additionally, a comprehensive 
explanation of Key Performance Indicators will be provided, as they constitute a significant component 
of  the evaluation f ramework to be def ined. 

The past experiences listed in the literature will consist of European projects related to 'urban freight 
transport' and 'urban passenger transport'. The paper describes the process and justification for 
collecting these projects. In the first attempt to list them, more than 20  projects were collected through 
the sources 'Cordis' and 'CIVITAS', which are websites where the projects with its reports and 
publications can be consulted. These projects were searched using the keywords 'urban' AND 
'passenger' AND 'freight' AND 'transport', and included the filters 'Collection: Project', 'Start Date: from 
January 1, 2015' and 'End Data: through April 29, 2023'.  

 
The next step is to further structure the documents consulted and gather the relevant chapters. 

Ultimately, in order to obtain the information on the main dimensions (such as Society-people, Society-
governance, Transport system, Economy, Energy and Environment) which are selected in relation to 
the project objective, on the KPIs that are used in the project in relation with the main dimensions, on 
the way to measure the KPIs. This information will be gathered from 21 projects by initially selecting 
three projects and generating a list of keywords, serving as 'detectors', in order to effectively counsel 
the above information within the major documents of  the projects.  

 
Once all the information is gathered, it will possible to define a unanimous evaluation framework, 

based on these past evaluations. This evaluation f ramework will serve as a basic f ramework for 
European projects within which several cities have their sub-projects. The cities can define their more 
specific framework from this basic evaluation framework. In this way, all cities within a project will be 
evaluated f rom a consistent perspective, promoting comparability and alignment in the evaluation 
process. 

 
Next, the evaluation f ramework will be tested within the cities of  the MOVE-21 project through a 

survey. This survey serves as a 'test' for the evaluation framework and it will include whether the 
partners f ind the same correlations between the main dimensions, the KPIs and the measures. The 
survey also aims whether the partners are missing important KPIs or measures or whether they would 
change anything in the f ramework. Based on the answers f rom the survey the def initive evaluation 
f ramework can be def ined, so that the f ramework is now based on previous evaluations and the 
perspective of  European partners within a European urban transport project. 

The paper will consist of the following parts: after the introduction, the procedure by which the 
European and grandmotherly projects were identified and referred to for further analysis is described 
in detail. The results are presented in the third section while the discussion and conclusions follow in 
the fourth. 
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